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eluded
cluded in the program for Covenant ColCol
lege students. An English major, for
example, may be required to write a short
story on his experiences in the city. This
work
would be done under the supersuper
The Publications Board has officially adopadop
vision_
of
a
Covenant
College
faculty
vision
ted a procedure for appointing the ediedi
The Covenant College administration has
tors of the three student publications member.
_
_
awarded the contract for the new 100-man
next year. Students interested in applym the program will
apply _ A student enrolled in
dormitory to Mark K. Wilson, a ChattaChatta
normal fees of
o f Cov~nant
Covenant (roo1:1,
(room,
ing for the editorship of the Bagpipe, pay the nom_i~
nooga contractor. The four-story strucstruc
Tartan, or literary magazine
magazine are urged by
by board and tuition, etc.). This money will _
ture could be completed and ready for ococ
Crosscoun
the Board to acquaint themselves with be sent from Covenant to the Crosscouncupancy as early as January, 1972, PresiPresi
o f the
the new appointment
ter treasury and will take care of
appointm ent procedure.
dent Marion Barnes said.
student’s tuition, room and board and
~nd
The April Publications Board meeting student's
As was planned, the administration
has been designated for each editor- any courses he must take, at colleges like
considered the three lowest bids,
bids,$420,000,
$420,000,
aren’t offered by the
candidate to present his objectives and Rutgers, which aren't
$424,000, and $433,000. Although WilWil
qualifications. The Board strongly recom
recom- Urban Field College. The cost does not
son's
son’s bid happened to be the lowest,
mends that the candidates attend any include books, transportation, and other $420,000, the school chose him as concon
col
of
o f its monthly
m onthly meetings to become incidental expenses, as is normal at coltractor for other reasons as well: "He
“ He has
familiar with its proceedings and goals. lege. A system is being worked out in very high recommendations for integrity
The next board meeting is scheduled for which students who receive scholarships and capability,"
capability,” Dr. Barnes explained.
o f need will have their fees
Thursday, February 11, 1971. The pospos on the basis of
Some of his projects in this area have
p.ib- cut to one-half by Mr. Iverson.
ition of editor for any of the three pub
included the exterior on the Hamilton
In order to apply for this program, a
lications carries with it a scholarship
National Bank building, the Provident
student must be a junior or senior with
applied towards tuition costs.
Life Insurance building, and some of the
o f 2.5 or above. He
The Publications Board is responsible a grade-point average of
work on the American National Bank
not only to appoint the editors, but also must be willing to work hard and to
building.
o f Newark. The
to give them helpful suggestions for imim share Christ in the city of
The bids came as a pleasant surprise
Dean’s Office will be putting out a dede
proving their publications and to review Dean's
since they were considerably lower than
o f their tailed explanation and description of the
complaints regarding the quality of
the estimate of $531,000 submitted by
work. If someone feels that one of the program shortly. In the meantime, if
Charles Stade, the college's
college’s architect in
infe you are an interested junior or senior,
student publications is un-Christian, infeChicago. And Dr. Barnes explained that,
rior, or in some way inadequate, he should indicate this interest to your advisor and
since the $420,000 figure is also considerconsider
direct his complaint to the Publications discuss with him the specific ways this
ably lower than the amount provided for
Board. The Board will consider the charges program should be included in your colcol
in the terms of the Housing and Urban
brought against the editor and negotiate lege experience.
--P.
P . Reilly
Development loan, the college will be
attem pt to resolve
with both parties in an attempt
origin
able to include several features not origin--B.
B . Tilton
Tilton
the problem.
ally planned for, such as air-conditioning

Publications Board
takes shape

Dormitory contract awarded;
construction to begin soon

_Curriculum Committee approves
Crosscounter project

The Curriculum Committee has approved
the obtaining of up to 12 hours credit in
Cross
working with Bill Iverson and the Crosscounter Urban Field College. More credit
o f par
may be obtained by permission of
particular faculty advisors and the Dean of
the Faculty. The Crosscounter Urban
Cove
Field College makes it possible for Covenant students to earn up to 12 hours credit
for spending a semester or summer in
Newark, New Jersey, involved in a variety
of urban field experiences.
The urban field experience, in which
the student who enrolls in this program
program
will be involved, includes opportunities
of counseling juvenile delinquents through
Settlem ent House or the Juvenile DeDe
the Settlement
tention Home, working with Municipal
Welfare case workers, visiting and councoun
seling the ill at the City Hospital, and
aiding local churches. Students will also
have contacts and learning sessions with
city officials, Black militants, church
leaders, and urban specialists.
The student enrolled in the program
is responsible to write a preview prior to
his arrival in Newark,
expec
Newark , recording his expectations and reasons for wanting to work
in the program. A written summary and
conclusion is also required at the close of
the program, indicating success or failure
“ what personal change or profit was
and "what
found.” Individual research may be inin
found."

and possibly built-in desks, wardrobes,
and bunk-beds. "There
“There are financial
advantages to buying these things this
way,"
way,” said Barnes, "since
“ since we are able to
borrow this money at such favorable
interest rates--3%-and
rates-3% —and because of the fact
that this financing is already taken care
of and we don't
don’t have to
to go out and find
this money, as we would if we bought
these things separately. But, of
o f course,
we will not exceed the terms of
o f the HUD
loan."
loan.”
The building was originally planned
to house 100 men on five floors. Inflation
since those original planning stages is
responsible for the subtraction of
o f one of
those floors, and although the floor plans
remain the same, the building will still
house 100 men. So 25 men will now be
crowded onto a floor originally designed
for 20.
The low bids are an encouragement to
Barnes concerning the possibilities of
gym
construction on the library and gymnasium buildings in the near future. The
administration has clearance to let the
bids on that project and will do so Thurs-.
o f the twoday, March 11. The cost of
$ 1.6
building · project should be about $1.6
million.
Of that projected $1.6 million, the
Health,
Education and Welfare department
Health,Educationand
has promised a $522,582 grant, the college
will receive an Appalachian grant of
$150,000, and the Federal government
has promised a $581,000 loan, to be paid
back over a period of 30 years at 3%
interest.
The school must raise the
remainder—$395,781—itself, of which it
remainder-$395,781-itself,
has yet to find $285,000.
Before construction on the second part
of the building program can proceed,
however, the school must receive final
short
Board of Trustees approval and a shortterm bank loan to pay the contractor
until the government money
m oney arrives. This
problem has already been taken care of
dorm itory project.
on the dormitory
Dr. Barnes adds one gloomy note:
“People who have been enjoying the concon
"People
o f the old parking lot will have
venience of
to move to the new lot as soon as construcconstruc
tion on the dormitory begins. That whole
off.”
--T.
T . Beiz
Belz
area will be closed off."
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is the floor plan for the second floor of the building. Other floors are
This is
as an entrance and an apartment.
identical except for the wing which serves as
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medium (it looks nice), nor even the monetary savings (my, my, even the god
- what matters is the message (HIPPIE!!) and that alone.'
Thrift has been betrayed) —
alone. ·
This is all an unfortunate situation, for we are not hippies and don't
don’t wish to be
"Christian brothers”
labeled such. “Christian
brothers" is the name we would appreciate.
Not, however, what we will get. Or so it seems from the looks of the budget.
Hair has become hairesis, and the responsibility
.. .
respdnsibility for division is on our heads ...
Have we a choice?

Hoary heretics
and heretical Hale
There are some rather silly reasons for splitting the Church apart. But none sillier
than hair.
I'm
I’m big on etymology. If you wish you can write this opinion off as one long
genetic fallacy and go on to something more relevant. Or you can study a bit of
Greek with me.
Hairesis: a school of thought, factiori,party.
faction,party. The word appears often in the New
Testament, always with a warning to beware. Our word "heresy"
“heresy” connotes hetero
heterodoxy or doctrinal divergence. But any sort ooff division is heresy. When some fol
follow Paul, some Apollos, some Cephas, some C
h
rist-or
when
some
are
R.P.,
some
Christ-or
are O.P., some B.P., some Christian Reformed—
heresy is God’s
Reformed-heresy
God's description. When
some are wise in their knowledge of God and avoid the simple because ooff it, they
are no more than heretics, even though their knowledge is genuine.
Some ooff us who constitute Covenant College have let our hair grow. Hair’s
Hair's just
like anything else, it can be good or bad. Some men who don’t
don't have “unfortunate”
"unfortU-nate"
hair (as a friend assures me I have) look a good deal better with a shoulder-length
style than they do skinned on the sides, their knobby scalps displayed to all. From
From

a strictly aesthetic standpoint, several clean inches is often more attractive than
the shorter style which some would evidently impress upon us as the Christian,
or at least the Christian's
Christian’s length.
Viewing hair in its historical context, we discover a rich tradition of hirsute
dignitaries. We all know about good ol'
ol’ Samson, but he made some weird vows
so he can't
can’t count. Alright, then, sneak a gander at our four beloved Presidents
hewn in all their hoary glory on the face ooff Mt. Rushmore. Go for a stroll in your
favorite art museum, taking care to observe the figures of Leonardo (a nnaturalist
atu ralist....
. . ))
or Giotto. Visit your neighborhood Greek Orthodox Church and admire the icons.
But aesthetics and history don’t
don't exhaust the issues. Indeed, they don’t
don't even seem
to enter in, at least from the point of view of our Roundhead brothers. What mat
matters is not the milennia (from Adam, doubtless, to Francis Schaeffer), nor the

At the little brown church in the vale...
vale. ••

*

*
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**

there's a gargantuan gap between appearance and reality, between alli
Of course, there’s
alliance ((or
or co-belligerence, if you prefer) and identity. The U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
fought on the same side a while back, and will likely make it a habit within twentyfive years. The goals of the two nations are not identical, however. Quite sim
ilarsimilar'..'.ontrol in both
both cases-but
world control
cases—but not identical, and by no means co-extensive.
America's victory will be Russia's
America’s
Russia’s defeat and vice-versa. Yet the two became (and
will probably become) allies, because of a common enemy.
We are not hippies. But many ooff us will side with them 200%: as far as they go,
and 100% farther, in reconstructing what we have disestablished. To be sure, our
methods will be different, even as the source from which they spring is radically
different. Only the enemy is common.
But that enemy is large enough, frightening enough, and ugly enough to warrant
our rebellion. What is that enemy? It is this culture in which we are forced to live,
and which some are conditioned to love. The culture which has saddled us with
the most absurd of all possible worlds, a world in which man is less than his own
invention, and is already being murdered by the hideous consequences of its
dominion. The culture which has produced a Think-tank in California to plan our
lives, and another kind of tank in Indochina to plan our deaths.
Un-American, you say? I certainly hope you say so, and say it 10ud
loud and clear.
Do you not see that America is not the Promised Land that Satan wants us to
believe it is? Can you not understand that in a very few decades every good and
tattoo on his forehead, which will be nothing other
patriotic American will receive a tattoo
than the mark of
o f Antichrist? And does it not bother you that this beloved nation
to which you are so loyal is going to put you to death because you are Christian?
Yes, we are rebels indeed. And from God's
God’s perspective, in light of His judg
judgment concerning this culture, we can be nothing else.
eh:e. But the badge of rebellion is
not to be granted us. Very well then, for your sakes’
sakes' with the badge we will dis
dispense, it is not necessary. With the spirit, however, we will not part. For America
has become hairesis, and the responsibility for division lies in your hearts. Have you
a choice?
There are some rather silly reasons for splitting the Church apart. But none
--R.
R . Sanderson
sillier than the United States ooff America.
Sanderson

Last Saturday night found a crowd of
60 seated in the carved wooden pews
of the cold, candle-lit West Brow chapel.
The group was fairly silent, the predo
predominate noise coming from the kerosene
keros.ene
space heaters. The evening’s
evening's program, a
study of American folk hymnody, began
with comments by James Ward, the pro
program leader, on the beginnings of our her
heritage of hymns in the Bay Psalm book and
the heritage brought from the continent.
The program of study in origins and back
background, and analysis of musical styles
and verse content was interspersed by
selections of the outstanding hymns. The
choir was authentically off-pitch, nasal,
twangy, talkative, unbalanced, without
tune, and unrehearsed. , In having such a
choir.
choir, Ward intended to effect the spon
spontaneity, simplicity, and “folksiness”
"folksiness" of
the hymns, rather than criticise the musi
musical heritage in which he and many mem
members of the choir had been raised. Having
whipped through a history of nearly 400
years, the "congregation"
“congregation” then relived part
of that history by fellowshipping over
“ pot-luck” refreshments, and glancing
"pot-luck"
through old hymnals “"dear
dear to our child
childhood in the little brown church in the
vale.”
—P.
vale."
-P. Meiners
Meiners
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In the service of their country
Ever since Cain killed Abel, man has exhibited his fallenness through this abom
abominable act, and as man became fruitful and multiplied he began to enculturate and
institutionalize his actions. Killing became a prominent institution known as war,
and after 10,000 years we are very good at it.
Ever since war there have probably always been war resistors, men who would
not engage in fighting, seeing it as evil. These men have been punished in various
views-by
ways for their views—
by death, mutilation, or as in America, imprisonment.
In the Service ooff Their Country: War Resistors In Prison, by Dr. Willard
Gaylin is the first study ever made concerning these men who accept imprison
imprisonment rather than war. Gaylin, a psychoanalyst from Columbia University, does a
magnificent job in compiling the book from a series ooff interviews he had with a
group ooff resistors. To protect the men he has changed their names and even the
names ooff the prisons in his book. In doing this, the resistors have felt comfortable
enough to reveal a great deal about themselves and their experiences.
Jail to a draft resistor is much like an arena ooff lions is to a Christian. The
threats of violence and homosexuality in prisons are made worse by the youth and
relative fragility of the resistor. The political views in a prison are about the same
keepers-chauvenistic,
for both the inmates and their keepers—
chauvenistic, hawkish, right wing conser
conservative. They mix with draft resistors something like battery acid and baby
powder do, and though the threat ooff violence and sexual assault is constantly -.
potential, most of the resistors agreed that this physical punishment was less
trouble than they expected, and the mental punishment was more terrifying than
they had imagined it could be.
eyerything to lose meaning. The frustration and impotence caused
Jail causes everything
by imprisonment cannot be imagined. Gaylin has recorded the reality of prison
life by the quotes of
o f the resistors in which they reveal a little ooff the horror. Says
one inmate about “prison
“I think the place is finally getting to me here.
"prison blah:”
blah:" "I
There's
There’s an attitude in prison which I just call ‘blah,’
'blah,' a who-cares-about-anything
attitude. I find myself getting that way right now. The basic principle is that if
it doesn’t
If a movie flickers, you
doesn't work the first time, don’t
don't try again, give up. If
just accept it and everyone sits watching the flicker. If
If it doesn’t
doesn't work com
completely, you accept that. You teach a class w
ithout a book you need. A thing
without
that's
is broken, th
at’s all right, too. Things are dirty, incomplete, you accept it—
even
it-even
they're rectifiable. Because th
when they’re
a t’s the way things are-that's
are—th at’s prison life. You
that's
get so that the inactivity and the uselessness of your existence makes you turn
off: The loudspeaker is blaring constantly but you just turn it ooff
things off.
ff in your
it You really don't
mind. You get very good at it.
don’t hear it at all, and the amazing
thing is that nothing happens if you don’t
don't hear it. They’ll
They'll call you and call you,
and if you don’t
don't hear your name it doesn’t
doesn't seem to make any difference at all.
You know whatever it is that they want doesn’t
atter anyhow.”
doesn't m
matter
anyhow."
Another inmate: "This
“This place is Catch-22 come to life, and even Yossarian knew
that the war would eventually end. Why take it seriously, why pump myself full
of adrenalin every time I see or hear something stupid?
“What
"What concerns me even more than stretching myself to adapt to this distorted
reality is whether I will remain bent out ooff shape after I get out."
o u t.”
The book reveals the irony of the resistor’s
resistor's position. In jail he finds himself
surrounded by an enemy as bad as any to be met on the battlefield. He fights
this war in jail completely alone. There is no comradery in prison. The whole
system is against it, with the minority forcably controlling the majority, they can
cannot afford to let the inmates become friendly. The keepers instigate and encourage
suspicion and hatred between racial and cultural groups.
The result ooff imprisonment is generally the same on all the resistors. They feel
further disillusionment with the System, less sympathetic to their once vehement
non-violent attitudes, and especially they feel that
tha~ under no circumstances will
they ever go back to jail. Prison is not, as the government claims, a place of
of
rehabilitation. At least for the resistors it is pure punishment, nothing more and
nothing less. In what way does a draft resistor need rehabilitation? One resistor
was assured this at his trial and related it in the book: “I
"I remember the prose
prosecutor’s
cutor's closing remarks to the effect: ‘What
'What right does this nineteen-year-old child
have to presume to decide what is right and what is wrong?’
wrong?'
"The jury carefully deliberated for ten minutes, and after giving it all this con
“The
consideration, they decided that this child was guilty. The prosecutor said, ‘Why
'Why
don’t
don't we give him three years?’
years?' and the judge evidently thought that sounded
nice.
a t’s what he gave me.”
nice. For th
that's
me."
Gaylin’s book is a challenge for many people, perhaps especially for the
Gaylin's
Christian. What is a Christian’s
Christian's duty in this situation? Should we hide behind
deferments—
unjust deferments, because ooff their definitely economic character?
deferments-unjust
What does the IV-D student do? Does he feel justified in his position? One ooff the

resistors said this, and though he was talking about his girlfriend at the time, the
quote reveals a great deal to me: "I
“I think prison is beginning to show me that
there's some element in just being human that makes commitment very, very
there’s
difficult. Maybe I hope for too much. I would want a girl to be everything to
me, my whole life, yet I can't
can’t imagine telling her that. It's
I t’s a conflict between the
ideal which I desperately want, and the reality I might have to accept. I would
want someone to be my whole purpose, to bring a value into what has been up
to now an ·.,ncertain
uncertain life.”
life."
Gaylin describes the predicam
predicament
ent....
. . the war resistor becomes the victim not
only to the nation's
nation’s pride, but to his own conscience.
This book forces a confrontation with one’s
one's own conscience, and at least
the reader cannot escape being honest with himself on the issue.
-H. Sholar

BELLOWS
HAIR

I am writing in response to the headline on the front page ooff the Bagpipe ooff January 14,
1971, “"Length
Length ooff hair responsible for drop in giving, A
dm inistration says.”
hat headline
Administration
says." T
That
headline
unfortunate because we simply do nnot
is unfortunate
o t have facts to
ent.
to back such a statem
statement.

pre'.<ently considerably behind budget, and last year’s
year's perform
The College is presently
ance in our
performance
gifts anc
and grants goals. 1I think it is important
im portant to note
a t the Carnegie Commission on Higher
note th
that
Education states “"Two-thirds
T w o-thirds ooff the N
ation’s 2340 colleges are in financial difficulty.”
Nation's
difficulty."
preliminary
On January 19 we finished a prelim
inary analysis ooff our giving for the first six m
onths
months
of this year. Some first observations seem to indicate th
at a larger num
ber ooff individuals are
that
number
much
giving m
uch smaller gifts, which could very well be explained by our very tight econom
y.
economy.
Foundation giving is dow
down
n considerably. This can be explained by bboth
o th the
ic
the tight econom
economic
situation and the confusion
confusion caused in foundation offices by the new
1969
new regulations of the 1969
reform bill. A
Another
trend appears to be developing in the funds received from the
tax reform
nother trend
Reformed
months'
performance
Reform
ed Presbyterian Church. The first six m
onths’ perform
ance indicates th
at the denomdenom 
that
ination support could be the smallest in several years. We constantly try to
to find reasons for
that
such trends bbut
u t can only expect th
a t our findings will be an educated guess.
The Carnegie Com
mission has further stated "the
“ the econom
ics in operating
Commission
economics
operating schools is not
enough-more
e n o u g h -m o re im
p o rtan t is the need to
important
to restore public confidence in higher education.”
education." How?
In addition to a show ooff stability and efficiency in internal operations, restored confidence
confidence
will require convincing evidence th
a t the activities ooff colleges have a unifying set ooff purpose,
that
purposes th
at the supporting public can understand and defer to.
that
to.
For Covenant our stated
th at in all things He (Christ) m
ight have the pre
stated purpose is “"that
might
preem
inence.” Our supporting public w
ants to know
a t th
at is w
hat each ooff us desires. The
eminence."
wants
know th
that
that
what
The
attitudes ooff our hearts in relation to th
a t purpose transcend any standard ooff dress, appearance,
that
cleanliness, or personal liberty and yet includes them
a t is w
hat Dr. Cum
m er was
them all. I think th
that
what
Cummer
saying in chapel last week.
Galatians 5 says "the
“ the fruit ooff the Spirit is love, jo
y , peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodgood
joy,
ness, faith, meekness, tem
perance.” If
temperance."
If those things are present in all our lives we have our
our

"unifying set ooff purposes.”
“unifying
ants to rob his brother ooff the things he m
ust do and be
purposes." No one w
wants
must
as he is in subjection to the Holy Spirit.
I think it is tim
ine the
otives ooff our hearts. If
timee for each ooff us to exam
examine
the internal m
motives
If we have
the integrity to do th
a t, I think the external things will have m
uch less im
portance and be
that,
much
importance
m
uch less apparent.
much
E. Allen Duble
Duble
Vice-president for Developm
ent
Development

I have long hair and a beard, but I am not a hippie.
hippie. My philosophy is different in its basis;
I am a Christian, and I am not asham
ed ooff it, nor am I aham
ed of
of m
y long hair. My reasons
ashamed
ahamed
my
for having long hair are generalized prim
arily by the fact th
at it affords a vent in com
m uni
primarily
that
communithat
segment
cation with th
at segm
ent ooff my generation which is basically for love, peace, equality and
and
other goals which 1I call Christian.
I have several close friends who aattend
tte n d this school w
ithout the financial ability to pay
without
their bills, bbut
u t God has always seen fit to see them
them through. We like to believe that we have
a “"faith
faith that can move m
ountains,” but som
ehow this has nothing to do w
ith practical things
mountains,"
somehow
with
like financial situation. Instead we have to
to be concerned with,
with. a generation of “Christians”
"Christians"
genera lly such a resistance to
who have generally
ind, that
to change, an inactive religion,
religion, a sick state ooff m
mind,
their faith in G
od m
eans no m
ore than a lucky raffle ticket. I w
onder if we really have a faith
God
means
more
wonder
in God which can “"move
mountains!"
move m
ountains! ” Why don’t
hat people say, get out on
don't we forget w
what
on a
limb ooff faith, and w
atch what the Alm
ighty God can do for our problem
s, no m
atter w
hat size
watch
Almighty
problems,
matter
what
how im
or how
portant they are. (James
(Jam es 1
1:5-6)
important
:5-6)
John
John DuMont
In this age ooff Christians who do not relate, the world needs Covenant students ooff all types,
short-haired, long-haired, conservative, liberal, scholarly, athletic, outgoing, shy. • The list
could be drawn indefinitely.
Steve Longacre
Longacre
....
. . My room
m ate, Bill McCall, says,
If the
ovenant College would
roommate,
says. “"If
the faculty and students ooff C
Covenant
spend more tim
ord for needied monies instead ooff relying on antitimee in prayer asking the L
Lord
anti-

Jonghair ‘businessm
'businessmen,'
.longhair
en,’ then the finances needed w
ould be m
et.” I realize th
at the school
would
met."
that
cannot survive w
ithout donations from outside sources, bbut
u t shouldn't
shouldn’t we rely more on the
without
the
_Lord to m
eet these needs? The
meet
The lack ooff prayer weighs heavily on the students side. I am con
confident th
at this question ooff finances is present in the prayers ooff Dr. Barnes and the
that
the rest ooff the
faculty. But it is also up to the students to uphold this need in prayer. If we don’t
re tty
don't ppretty
soon we’ll
Praise CASH from which all blessings flow ...
. . . ”"
we'll have to change the doxology to “"Praise
A
A sad song to
to sing.
Paul M
aynard
Maynard
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SCOT CALENOAR
CALENDAR
22 Friday
8 :0
:00
0 pm
pm:: Basketball, Toccoa, here
Saturday
23 Sat!:l!qay

8 :0
:00
0 pm :: Basketball, Winston Salem
Bible College, here
26 Tuesday
The Scots don
d o n't make a
habit of
o f playing smaller
teams. This week was no
exception, and it seemed
there is no way to beat the
bigger opponents. The
Scots played well against
the Trevecca Nazarene
Trojans, but lost, 98-86.
They played even better
better
against Spring A
Arbor,
rb o r, but
lost in the final minutes,
96-88.

Mountain men meet
mastodonic muldoons
mastodanic
muldaans
All aspects of human experience which
are accompanied by anything which re
resembles organization or structure are
framed, defined, and related by a jargon
peculiar to the particular aspect. If one
were to analyze his spoken words during
any given period, he would discover that
the greatest portion of
o f his conversation
is merely the combination and interinter
weaving of
o f these different jargons. The
sports world is no exception, and is per
perhaps the best example of a particular feafea
ture of
o f life with its own vocabulary. Who
is not familiar with such linguistic anoano
hot” to describe a participant
malies as “"hot"
who is performing exceptionally
exceptionally,I or
“ 110%” for a man who has the uncanny
"110%"
it
ability to make his perspiration reveal itself on the outside of his jersey or
trousers.
· There is really nothing wrong with a
separate vocabulary. Damage is done

DROP
INTO
THE
BLINK.
(Where everything from dogs
to soup is hot.)
PROFESSIONAL FOOD
M
ANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT

6:00
6 :0 0 pm: JV Basketball
Basketball,, Tennessee
Tempi~,
Temple, here
8 :0
:00
0 pm: Varsity Basketball, Temple,
here
29 Friday
8 :0
: 00
0 pm: Cello concert
30 Saturday
8:00
8 :0 0 pm: Basketball, Atlanta
A tla n ta Christian,
here. ·
‘-
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however, when that same vocabulary is
misapplied, misunderstood, and generally
misused by those who own it. Such has
been the case in the American sports
scene in recent years. In the press, in the
conversation of the uninformed, and in
the pre-, mid-, and post-game speeches of
o f athletics
countless coaches the jargon of
has been reduced to meaningless jibberish.
jibberish.
Knute Rockne would be the comic figure
of contemporary sports enthusiasts were
it not for the record he established for
himself.
"Hustle,"
“Hustle,” "desire,"
“ desire,” "will-to-win,"
“will-to-win,” and
“fighting
spirit”
have
become jokes inin
"fighting spirit"
stead of
o f goals. This presents problems
for those whose business it becomes to
call these attributes to attention when
they are actually present. Suffice it to
was given
say that Spring Arbor College -was
o f authentic hustle and desire
a dose of
Tuesday night at the Lookout Mountain
gym. Seriously out-equipped, the Scots
threatened those mastodonic muldoons
end.
of the hard-court until the very end.
There was snap in the Scot defense and
crack in the offense-both qualities often
of
found missing in the 1970-71 edition of
Covenant basketball.
Credit the 1-2
punch of Alexander and Maffet with the
surprisingly strong offensive showing and
all who played for the solid defense
against an opposing offense which should
have done much greater damage.
There is nothing corny or childish
about real hustle and authentic desire.
—R.
Go Scots!
-R. Rayburn

You might be a little distressed,
of
too, if you were the editor of
this year's literary magazine.
Nancy Cooke, who has that job,
would like to see a March
publication of
o f the magazine, but
needs many more contributions
o f photographs and sketches as
of
well as poetry and prose before
that will be possible.
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LOOKOUT
MOUNTAIN
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Inc.

Monday-Friday: 7:00 am-5:30
a m -5 :3 0 pm
Saturday: 7:00
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7 :0 0 aam-1
m -1 :0
0 ppm
m
Phone: 821-6544
-Complete
—Complete laundry service
-Complete
—Complete alteration service
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RUBY FALLS
inside Lookout Mountain Caves
D A IL Y
OPEN DAILY

A N D SEE
COME AND
T H E FAIRYLAND
F A IR Y LA N D CAVERNS
CA VERNS
THE
and all the other things there are
to see and do at Rock City!
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TUCK
SHOPPE!
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